WHISTLING Rufus

A Characteristic March

Which can be used effectively as a Two-Step, Polka, or Cake-Walk

by

Kerry Mills

Composer of "Rastus On Parade", "Happy Days In Dixie", "At A Georgia Camp Meeting", etc.

SONG 5.
MR. KERRY MILLS has written ONLY FOUR characteristic Cake Walk Marches, namely:

"RASTUS ON PARADE,"
"HAPPY DAYS IN DIXIE,"
"AT A GEORGIA CAMP MEETING,"
"WHISTLING RUFUS."

MR. MILLS justly enjoys the distinction of being the ORIGINATOR of this peculiar style of two-step, nothing like it having been known until he wrote "RASTUS ON PARADE." Since then there have been COUNTLESS IMITATIONS of his unique style. The unprecedented popularity of MR. MILLS' compositions are so well known the world over as to render comment unnecessary.

We take this opportunity to inform the public that in the latter part of NOVEMBER MR. MILLS will publish a NEW TWO-STEP MARCH, and the SUBJECT UPON WHICH IT IS WRITTEN, we have no hesitancy in predicting that it will SURPASS in POPULARITY any thing which this most successful composer has yet written.
No cake walk given in the Black Belt District in Alabama was considered worth while attending unless "WHISTLING RUFUS" was engaged to furnish the music. Unlike other musicians RUFUS always performed alone, playing an accompaniment to his whistling on an old guitar, and it was with great pride that he called himself the "ONE-MAN BAND."

WHISTLING RUFUS.
A Characteristic Two Step March.

By KERRY MILLS.

Rustus on Parade.
Happy Days in Dixie.
A Georgia Campmeeting etc.

BY ALL MEANS get
WHISTLING RUFUS SONG.
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